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Abstract 
Solutions of differential equations are derived by a recursive procedure. For partial differential equations this 
solution can be transformed to an operator expression. Stronger conditions than in other solution procedures are 
required to solve the initial-value or boundary value problem. Examples are given, where this method is more 
favorable than others. 
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Delay differential equation 
1. Introduction 
The basic idea of this paper is the application of a recursion method, a slightly modified 
Euler-Cauchy procedure, where the limit is explicitly performed. Discrete solution procedures 
are standard in the literature with many useful applications [8]. The version investigated in this 
paper was initialized by some practical problems (see [7]). Beside the basic ideas of the method, 
the extension to systems of linear equations and to nonlinear problems and some applications is 
discussed. These results cannot be used without changes for discontinuous coefficients. In this 
case the formulae from the literature can be applied. Now the following definitions are 
formulated. Let L be a linear differential operator, for example for a given function u(x, t): 
Lu= :a,(~, t)D:-Dt u(x, t) or Lu= Ea,D,‘-D,, u. 
[ r=l I [ r=l 1 
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Definition 1.1 (Cauchy problem). 
Lu(x, t) =g(x, t), for (x, t) EL2 = [x0, x1] X [O, T], 
u(x, 0) = z+(x), for x E’X= [x0, x1], 
where u,(x) E Cm(X), g(x, t) E C”(0). 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
The solution is derived by a recursion algorithm which corresponds to the Euler-Cauchy 
procedure. We refer to the solution as y(t) for ODES (ordinary differential equations) and as 
u(x, t) for PDEs (partial differential equations). The construction process is demonstrated for 
an ODE and in a further step generalized to a PDE, for example, 
y'(t)=f(t, Y), tEZ= [O, T], 
Y(O) =yo, Y,ElQ, f:ZXR+R, 
or analogously for y”(t) =f<t, y). 
(1.3) 
The interval Z = [0, t] G [O, T] is divided into N small equidistant subintervals where 
h = t/N. On these subintervals, the solution is constructed recursively. Using the abbreviations 
t, = kh, k E (0 ,..., N}, Nh = t, y, = y(tk), we consider Euler’s method: 
Yk+l=Yk +w/o Ykb (1.4) 
Especially, g, refers to the time in case of an inhomogeneous function g(t). After calculating 
an algebraic solution, the limits h + 0, N + CQ are performed and the classical solution is 
obtained. Extending the idea to PDEs, the time alone is regarded as a discrete variable for 
which the same recursions and limits are performed as before, resulting in corresponding 
integrations. The space variable, x E X = [x0, x1] in this paper, remains continuous and is 
differentiated. The single differentiations are replaced by operator functions which can be 
introduced analogously to [lo] and they have similar properties. The proposed solution scheme 
differs in this respect from the theory presented in the literature (for example, [4]). The derived 
solutions are compared with formulae given in the literature for ODES [1,3] and PDEs [2,6,11]. 
2. First-order differential equations 
The solution method is demonstrated in the following introductory example: 
y’+ay =g(t), for t EZ= [0, T], 
Y(O) =yo> y : I+ R, g(t) EC(Z), y, E R. 
The equivalent difference equation (Euler-Cauchy) to (2.1) is 
~k+l =Y,@-ah)+&,. 
The solution can be obtained with well-known techniques as 
(24 
(2.2) 
N-l 
yN= (1 - ah)Ny, + h c (1 - ah)“-k-lg,. 
k=O 
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The limit h + 0, N -+ co, hN = t (fixed) gives the classical result as known from the literature 
[31: 
y(t) = exp( -,t)[ y, + lofexp(as)g(s) dr]. 
Before applying the recursion process to PDEs, some definitions are stated. 
(2.3) 
Definition 2.1 (Uniform conuergence). A sequence (u,} of functions is called converging 
uniformly to the function u in the interval [x0, x1], if ]I u, - u I] < E in the norm of C(X) for 
each E and y2 > Y~&E). A sum of functions is called uniformly convergent if the partial sums 
converge uniformly. 
We use now the norm of Cm(X) instead of C(X). The infinite sum S of the derivatives of 
2.4 E Cm(X) is given as 
s= 2 
k=O 
c& = 2 akD,ku. 
k=O 
It is assumed to be uniformly convergent. The sum S defines an operator function P(D) as 
The uniform convergence holds if (Ye G l/k! and I] D,ku II < ck for a given constant c. Based on 
this statement, special operator functions can be defined, for example, 
exp(aDx)u=l+a(g)+g[$]+ *a*, 
or cos(aD,)u = 1 - a2[d2u/dx2]/2! + . . . . With this definition, the result (2.3) can be ex- 
tended to PDE. 
Lemma 2.2. The following functions are given for (x, t> E 0 = [x0, x11 X [O, Tl: u&x> E Cm(X), 
g( x, t) E Cm(12). The initial-value problem 
D,u + 2 a,Diu =g(x, t), u(x, 0) = uO(x), (2.4) 
r=l 
has the unique solution u : fl -+ R, the operator expression 
u(x, t> = exp( -t&arD:)u,((x) + exp( -t~la,,)~exp( sFlaFDi)g(x, s) ds. 
(2.5) 
Proof. The parameters a,, r = 1,. . . , m, are regarded as constants. The recursion procedure can 
be performed analogously to the previous case of the ODE by direct calculation or, referring to 
Riemann sums, by introducing an operator P = 1 - hQ = 1 - hC~=‘,a,D: = ephQ: 
uk+l =&k+hgk. 
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Multiplying the equation with PNwkwl, the summation results in 
N-l 
u,=(l-hQ) No,, + h c (1 -hQ)N-k-lgk, 
k=O 
N-l 
uN=e -hNQ u. + hehQ c ehkQgk .
[ k=O 1 
For this last expression the limit can be performed directly. The solution exists for uniformly 
convergence, IDtruO I < Ck. 0 
The formula is valid in higher dimensions (D = 0: + 0,” + 0,“). 
Corollary 2.3. For the given functions u,(x) E C”(X), g(x, t>, b(x, t> E C”(Ll>, the initial-value 
problem 
D,u - b(x, t)D;u(x, t) =g(x, t), for (x, t) ~0 = [x0, x1] x [0, T], 
u(x, 0) = uO(x), for x EX= [x0, Xl]) 
has a unique solution u : R + R, which can be expressed for the function B(x, t), d(B(x, t))/dt = 
b(x, t) as 
u(x, t) = exp(B( x, t)o:) uo(x) + /bexp( -B(x, s)D:)g(x, s) ds]. 
] 
(2.6) 
The proof is given in the Appendix. 
Remark 2.4. We regard the case of an ODE (r = 0). With a changed recursion process, two 
useful formulae are obtained: 
+ h c gj + h*a,(a,y, + go), 
i=o 
l+h~~~o~i+h2j~o~j~~~~~ +hi~ogith’,~o~j’~g~+h3( **e)* 
! i=O 
The last one can be generalized to 
(2.7) 
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Comparing this solution with the classical formula, one obtains 
P-8) 
(2-9) 
3. Second-order differential equations 
The most instructive equation investigated here is that of the linear oscillator. For the 
solution of this well-known equation a lemma is formulated. 
Lemma 3.1. The oscillator equation 
x”= -a2x+g(t), for tEl= [O, T], 
d2x 
x(O) =x0, x’(O) =y,, x:I-+R, g(t)EC(I), x”=x’ 
(3.1) 
has the solution 
x(t) =x0 cos(at) +y, Ii sin( at) + tsin[a(t -s)] a / g(s) ds. (3.2) 0 a 
Ul 
Proof. To construct the solution, (3.1) can be either written in the form of a system xk+ 1 = xk + 
hY!o Y/c+1 = yk + h( -a2xk + gk), or more conveniently the recursion is performed for a vector 
equation z = (x, yjT, f= (0, g)T and x’ = y, y’ = -a2x + g(t): 
t’=Az+f, ~~+~=(E+hA)z~+hf~. (3.3) 
E is the unit matrix and the matrix A = i ’ 1 1 . I The solution is derived with the same 
arguments as in Section 2: 
z(t) = exp(ilt)[ to + /‘exp(-As)f(s) ds]. 
0 
The result (3.2) is derived from (3.4) by using 
A2” = (- l)na2”E, A2n+1 = (- l)“a2”A, exp(At) = E cos(at) +A 
sin( at ) 
a 
(3.4) 
1 . 0 
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Corollary 3.2. The partial differential equation 
u,, +a(x)2Dzru(x, t) =g(x, t), (x, t) Efi = [x0, x1] x [O, T], 
u(x, 0) = uo(x), u,(x, 0) = vo(x), xEX= [xfj, x1], 
u: fl+ R, a(x), vO(x), uO(x) E Cm(X), g(x, t) E Cm(.), 
b reformulated as a vector equation with w = ($ f= (:): 
w, =Aw +f, w(x, 0) = (:$ A= ( _a:D2r ;)> 
u, = v, u(x, 0) = u()(x), v, = -a2(x)D,2’u +g(x, t), v(x, 0) = vO(x). (3.5) 
The PDE (3.5) has the solution 
w(x, t) = exp(At) w,, + 
[ 1 
‘exp( -As)f(x, S) ds , I 0 (3.6) 
or explicitly for the first component of w(x, t>, 
u(x, t) = cos(ta(x)Di)u,(x) + [sin*(ta(x)D:)]v,(x) 
+ /:[sin*((t - s)a(x)Dl)]g(x, s) ds, (3.7) 
where 
sin*(taDl)=t-~(aD~)‘+~(ao:)*+ *e*. 
For the calculation of (aDilk, see the Appendix. A similar operator formulation of that 
solution is derived in [lo] on the basis of Fourier series techniques. For coefficients variable in 
“t”, the situation is not as good as in Section 2. The recursion results in an increasing number 
of integrals which are inconvenient for numerical calculations. The situation is discussed for the 
PDE 
u,, -a(t)D:u(x, t)=g(x, t), for (x, t)Efi= [x0, x1] X [0, T], 
u(x, 0) = ul)(x), u,(x, 0) =vo(x)7 for x EX= [x0, xi], 
g,u:R+R, a : I = [0, T] + R, 
vO(x), uO(x) E Cm(X), g(x, t> E Cm(W7 a(t) E C(T). 
It has the solution 
(3.8) 
U(X, t) = {l + C,(t) + C,(t) + . . * }uJx) + {t + S,(t) + S,(t) + . . . }vo(x) 
C,(t) = ILla(s ds2, s,(t) = /L’s[ a(s)&] ds2, 
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Proof of Corollary 3.2. The equivalent system of difference equations is 
uk+l =u,+hv,, ‘k+l = uk + ha, D:uk + hgkI 
The recursion is performed as follows: 
u1 =u,+hv,, v1 = vO + ha,D$, + hg,, 
u2 = (1 + h2a,D:)u, + 2hv, + h2g,, 
v2 = (1 + h2a,D:) vO + h i ajD:u, + h i gj, 
j=O j=O 
To perform the limit, special sums have to be evaluated: 
h2 E (j + l)ajD: = i’sa(s ds. 
j=O 
For all other sums the limit can be easily performed. The solution exists if I C,(t) I< c,k/k!, 
I S,(t) I< c[/k! and 
for given constants c, d and e. q 
It is easily verified that G-coda) = Cy=ICi is the generalized cos which for a = const. is 
identical with coda). In the same way the function G-sin(a) = Cy=,Si can be defined. An 
example is a(x, t) = t”b(x)Dl, b E Cm(X), with 
c, = 
@+2’(bD;)” 
(4’[(~ + l)(Q + 2)1n,@I D + (1 -Ma + 111 * 
Remark 3.3. The limit can be performed in two different ways, either by direct summation or by 
approximating in each step by the exponential function, resulting in different expressions for 
the solution. This is shown in the following example. For z = (x, yjT, x’ = b(t) y( t), y’ = a( t)x( t), 
a, b E C(I) or 
z’ =Az, z(O) =zo, 
(3.10) 
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the limit can be performed first by using the exponential approximation: Pk = exp(A,). 
However, this gives a solution only if 
a(t) = const:b(t), (3.11) 
or 
/ 
/ 
tb ds 
\ 
z=eQz,, v=to O > 
,/ 
a ds 0 
0 I 
(3.12) 
with (eQ>’ = Q/e Q. Multiplying out the matrix Q, one obtains 
Q2k = ( ita dsktb ds) kE, 
(Q’“)’ = k(Q’Q + QQ’)Q’“-‘, 
Q2k” = Q2kQ, 
(QZk+l)’ = Q’Q= + (Q’“)‘Q. 
A second form of the solution is obtained, if the product of the Pi is multiplied out: 
fIq=(; ;)=P, 
j=O 
or in the limit 
a=l+joi(b dso dr) +c[b dsj:a d$(b dqc dp)] + *.*, 
p = 1 + /bi a dsl:b dr) + /:[ a dso dri( a dqi*b dp)] + * * * , 
a’ = b8, r’ = bfl, 
T=h k bk+h3 
k=O 
or in the limit 
~=/:b ds+c(b dsc d$b dp) +/b[h dsc d$(b dqc dploPb dk)] + . . . . 
6 = L’a ds + /:( a dsjdb drkra dp) + /01[ a ds_/fb drl( a dqLqb dpLpa dk)] + . * * , 
z = Pz,, P’= Q’P. (3.13) 
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4. Examples and applications 
As a first example, the heat conduction equation is discussed; this PDE is used because of its 
great practical importance: 
&(-& t> =&(x7 t), u(x, 0) =&)(x). (4.1) 
The fundamental solution is given in the literature as exp[ -(x - ~)~/4t] [1,5]. For a Cauchy- 
Dirichlet problem, ~(0, x) = u,(x), the solution is 
U(X, t) = 2(~t)1’2~~muo(y)exp e(tiy)2dy. I 1 (4.2) 
For u,(x) = exp( -ax> the identity between the two solutions (4.2) and (2.4) can be easily 
verified: 
u(x, t) = 
exp(a[at -x]) m 
/ [ 
-(x - 2at -y)2 
2{&}1’2 -mexp 4t 1 dy = exp(a[at -xl). 
The solution derived with the recursive algorithm is given as 
U(X, t) = exp(tD,,)u(x) = exp( -ax + a2t). 
Generally, it is easier to calculate the series exp( tDX,>u,( x) than the integral of the fundamen- 
tal solution. This seems to be an advantage of the recursive solution. Although the next 
example is also trivial, an other interesting feature of the solution can be observed: 
&(X, t) = c2u,x(x, t), U(X, 0) = U()(X), U’(X, 0) = wO(x). (4.3) 
We choose u,(x) = exp( -ax), w,(x) = d exp(-bx). To obtain the solution by applying the 
recursive algorithm, the constant c in (4.3) has to be replaced by ic, i2 = - 1. The recursive 
result is 
u(x, t) = exp( -m) cos(act) + gexp(-hx) sin(bct). 
The classical D’Alembert’s solution is 
(4.4) 
u(x, t)=+,(x-ct)+u,(x+ct)] +&w&) ds, 
X 
u(x, t) = +[exp( -a{x - ct}) + exp( -a{x + ct})] 
- +d[exp( -b{x + ct)) - exp( -b{x - ct))]. 
It can easily be shown by comparing the series coefficients that U(X, t) is identical with the 
series expression (4.4). A remark for applying Fourier series procedures can be given. The 
result is completely determined by the two initial conditions. Separating the solution in 
U(X, t> = u*(t>u*(x) as required for Fourier series is possible for special initial conditions, for 
example u,, = sin(x), but not for u0 =x “. Moreover, supplementary boundary conditions can be 
stated only as constraints to the initial conditions u0 and wO. 
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A first nontrivial example is the implicit PDE 
u,+aD$+bD,Su,+cu=g, for (x, t)Efi, 
u: n + KY, u(0) = ug E C(X), a, b, c E C(Z), g E Cm(.). (4.5) 
Eq. (4.5) is transformed to the operator equation 
u, = -(l + h&-$2& + c)u + (1+ bD:)-lg. (4.6) 
To this equation, the solution formula of Corollary 2.3 can be applied, where (1 + bDi)-‘f= [l 
-bD,+((bD,“)*- .** If. Further interesting applications are given in the case of retarded 
differential equations. 
Lemma 4.1. The retarded ODE 
y’+a(t)y+b(t)y(t-p)=g(t), for ~EZF [0, T], 
Y(O) =y,, a(f), b(t), g(f) EC(Z)> Y:[-PJ] +K 
has the solution 
Proof. Inserting the solution one obtains with A(t) = /&r(s) ds, 
(~+a(t)+b(t)exp(A(-p))=O. (4.9) 
The fixed value AC--p) is obtained by integrating (4.9). It remains to solve for 6,, choosing 
6 = eA(‘)Sob(t): 
6, + eA(--l*) 
/ 
-pe- A(s)[ 6(s) + g(s)] ds = 0. 0 (4.10) 
0 
As before, for special retarded PDEs the basic ideas of the algorithm can be applied in a 
modified form. 
Corollary 4.2. The retarded PDE 
u,+a(t)D,“u+b(t)u(t-p)=g(x,t), for (x, t)Efl, 
u(x, O)=uo(x), forxEX= [x0, x1], 
u:f&+F fl,=[xo,q]x[-p,T], 
&)(.q E Cm(X), b(t), a(t) EC(Z), g(x, t> E qq7 
has the solution 
(4.11) 
u=exp(/o1u(s) ds)[u,+/:exp( -La(r) dr){g(x, s)+cY(x, s)} ds]. (4.12) 
Proof. The operator expression (Y can be determined from the equation 
0 = a( D,“, t) + u( t)Dz + b( t)eAcep). (4.13) 
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For calculating (Y, we integrate and use the inversion series where 
LZ~ = i-‘a(s) ds, b, = _/-‘b(s) ds, aJD,s) = /o-?~(o;, r) dr, 
0 = (Ye + a,Di + b, exp(a,), 
- (a,D,” + b,) = cyw(l + bp) + 2r + 3r + . ’ - . 
We abbreviate p = bJ(1 + b,), (T = a,/(1 + b,), s = - (aD; + p): 
“EP (.yp $3 - - - . . . 
S=%+ 21 + 3! + 41 ’ aI* =s+a,s2+a,s3+a,s4+ ***, 
P P[-1+3p1 P[l - w + w21 
a2= -G, a2= 
etc 
221 3 a4= - Al > 
(4.14) 
To have a finite ak, I ak ) < Ck, a necessary condition is I p 1 < 1. To evaluate a( D,), sk has to 
be multiplied out: 
~(2+~,+3~2~~,~+4~3~a,~~+ . ..) 
2! 
(flo,)” 
+--- 3r (3.2-l ~a,+4~3~2~z,~+ em.)+ ... 
=A, +A,aD, +A2(cDJ2 + * * * . (4.15) 
A necessary condition for convergence is a finite norm of ukDt, I PC I < 1 for I ak I < Ck. Now 
S = S,( x)b( t)eAct) is chosen: 
6,(x) = - [l + bpexp( -a,)]-‘exp( -a,)/-Pexp( -A(s))g(x, s) ds. 
0 
This is the last equation to be solved. 0 
As a further example, a second-order PDE with variable coefficients is discussed: 
utt - tkea’b(x)D:u( x, t) = u,, - a(x, t)u(x, t) = 0, 
u(x, 0) = ZQ,, +(x, 0) = u,,, u, ul, b E C”‘(X), k integer. 
(4.16) 
The solution is u = G_cos(a)u, + G_sin(a)u, (see Section 3). To calculate the solution, we will 
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regard 
G_cos 
in a first step an ODE (r = 0, b = 1) and generalize it in a second step to a PDE. Now 
and G_ sin are evaluated: 
n n 
un = C /Lnjeia' + pntt and S, = C 8,jeiar + Gnrt. 
j=O j=O 
The coefficients pnj and anj result from the integration process. We define f(ja> = k!/[j2a2(1 
-~cx)~] and set bD: = 1, 
C, = pIleat - pIrt - rule, ru11= PI0 =.+I7 I-% = Plot? 
S, = 6,,e”’ - f&t - alo, 6,, = 6,, = 
f(4(k + 1) 
1-a 
> 61, = &p, 
P nn = fif(iCx), 
i=l 
s,, = y; l) ) P?L,n-l=Pn-l,n-2f((~ - lb4 
n-l 
Pn- 1,tfW(~ + 1) 
PUno=- C (j+l)~n-l,jf((j+l)(Y)- l_a ’ 
j=O 
n-l 
ano= - C (j + l)sn-l,jf((j + ‘Ia) - 
s .-l,J(4(~ + 1) 
j=O l-a * 
Here all necessary information for calculating C,, and S, is obtained and the functions G-sin 
and G_cos have to be determined. At this stage the original value of b& can be inserted: 
2 Cj = p,,( bDl)nenol’ + i p,_k,n_l( bD;)n-ke(n-l)ar 
j=O k=O 
+ C CL,_k,n_2(bD:)n-ke(n-2)ar + c ll,_k,n_3(bD:)n-ke(n-3)ar + * * - . 
k=O k=O 
A similar formula holds for Cy,,Sj. Regarding convergence, it can be seen that ,u,,,, = l/n! for 
large ff, P,,,-~ = l/(n - l)!. The series converges if I(bD:)“uo I< C” < 1. 
5. Systems of linear equations 
For systems of linear ODES different solution methods exist which give different types of 
solutions. In a first step we use a vector (matrix) formulation to solve first-order equations. 
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Lemma 5.1. The solution vector y(t) = ( yl(t>, . . . , ~,(t>)~ of the 1 inear initial-ualue problem with 
the constant-coefficient mat& A E Wx” and the vector g(t) = (g,(t), . . . , g,(t))T is searched: 
Y’Ct> =AY(t) +g(t)Y gj(t) E c(1), t EI, 
Y(O) =yo= (YlO, Y20,....YnJT7 
Y; = ally1 + a12y2 + * f - +a,,y, +gly 
Y:,=a,,Y,+ ... +a,,y,+g iI’ 
The problem has the solution 
y. + ltepSAg(s) ds . 
0 1 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
Proof. The vector equation is written in difference form: 
yk+l = (E + AA)yk + hgk, E the unit matrix. 
The solution of this difference equation is 
~,=(E+hA)~y,+h f (E+hA)‘+-‘g,. 
k=O 
Now with the arguments discussed already for first-order ODES, the solution (5.2) is derived. 
0 
Remark 5.2. If the matrix A can be transformed into a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, 
L = diag(6,, . . . , S,), X the matrix of the normalized eigenvectors, X = (Xl,. . . , XJ, then with 
X-‘y, = C, X-‘g = F, 
m tkLk 
Ak =XLkX-‘, c - 
k=O k! 
= diag[exp(&t), . . . ,exp(ant)], 
the solution can be written in the form given in the literature: 
y(t) = 2 X,e.p(s,t)[c, + /,‘exp( -Sjs)fj(s) ds]. 
j=O 
Corollary 5.3. The solution vector u(x, t) = (q(x, t), . . . , u,(x, t)> of the initial-ualue problem for 
the PDE with the coefficient matrix A(x): 
D,u(x, t) =A(x)u(x, t) +g(x, t), (x, t) ~a, 
u(x9 0) =uo(x) = (u&),...,u&)), XEX, (5.3) 
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where 
A(x) = (‘ijCxJD:‘l)i=l ,...,n,j=l,..., n’ 
g(x, t) = (g,(x, q,. * * 7 gn(x7 t))7 gj(xY t, E cm(.n)Y 
a,j(X), UOj(X) E Cm(X), Uj: a ~ [w, 
has the form 
eeAcx)‘g(x, s) ds . 1 (5 4
Proof. The time derivative is transformed into a vector difference equation uN = U(X, tN) with 
the solution 
u,=(E+hA) %,+h E (E+hA)‘+-‘gk. 
k=O 
Now the arguments used in the proof of Corollary 2.3 can be applied. The algorithm for 
interpreting Ak(x, 0,) has to be reformulated. 0 
6. Nonlinear equations 
To investigate the applicability of Euler-Cauchy, we compare different solution procedures 
of the initial-value problem 
y’=ay +by2, 
y : Z = [0, T] + IQ, y(0) =y,, a, b const. (64 
One solution is a special solution of the Bernoulli equation 
4(t) = -a@ -to>, 
y(t) = e 
-1 
1 . (6.2) 
The solution is convergent for a > 0. A further solution is obtained with the Euler-Cauchy 
procedure: 
y(t) = E ‘Y~ exp( -jpt). (6.3) 
j=l 
The corresponding recursive equation is 
~~+~=y~q+yzB, q=l+ah=eh”, B=bh, 
Y, =yoq +yifB, y2 = yoq2 + By;(q + q2) + 2qB2y; + B3y,4. 
(6.4) 
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Next it is shown that the correct power of h is obtained during summation. Discussing each 
member of the series separately, the result for the part y@ is at the summation stage y,: 
2(n - 1) 
9 
n-1 c 
i=O 
qi=qnz zqnl;qn. 
For 2B2y,3 the result is q”/[(l - q)(l -q*>] = q”/h*, B*/h* = b*. The coefficients ‘Y~ can be 
determined by differentiating: 
bP2,j(a19 aj-l) 
-aj= 
jp+a ’ 
(6.5) 
for j = 1: (Ye = 0, p = -a; 
i aj=Yl)7 a1 =y,- faj3 (6.6) 
j=l j=2 
bcxj + (- 2ba,/a)j/j! for large j, i.e., aj = ai( 
The series is convergent under the condition 12cxu,b/a I < Co. cxl has to be determined 
numerically. P~,J(Y~, czI.> is an ordering operator for the square of the sum S = [a0 + cyrs + 
(Y*s* + (Y$ + * * * +arsr]* for a given magnitude s”, I- 2 m: 
$2 even: IZ = $2 - 1, P*,m(~o7 %> = 2 2 Qm-k(yk + I%,*~*~ (6.7) 
k=O 
+(m - 1) even: it = i(m - l), P2,m(~0, (.y,) = 2 t (Y,_~(Y~. (6.8) 
k=O 
This result is convenient for solving retarded ODES with constant coefficients. 
Lemma 6.1. The nonlinear retarded ODE 
y’= -uy + 
by@ - T) 
c + dy*(t - T) ’ 
t E [O, T,], 
y:[-T,T,] +R, a, b,c, d=const., 
has a solution of the form 
Y(t) = 2 “jexP(.ipt). 
j=O 
Proof. (~02 = -c/d + b/da, (Ye is determined from y, = C~=o”j; 
j=l: (p+a)(c+e -PTaid ) - be-PT + 2eePTaid = 0. 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
p < 0 is required for convergent solutions: 
j-l 
~j[c(pj+a)+(~~d(/3j+a)-b)e-jPT] =d C~~_,[P(j-k)+u]e-~~~p~,,(a~, ‘Y~_~). 
k=l 
(6.11) 
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To estimate the convergence, we approximate (6.11) for large j: 
j-l 
Now a convergence relation is derived as ‘Ye = ejP’, approximating for large p: 
Ql= C,, a,ePzpTC,, = 2da,&e-PT i.e., a2 = C2ePT, 
a,e-3PTC0 = d[2a2aOaIe-~’ + (2a,a,‘+ n:)ru,e-‘PT] 
= C,,, + C3,2e-2PT + C3*,2e-PT, a3 = C3ePT, 
(Yq = e4PT[ C,,, + C4,2e-PT + C4,3e-2PT] = C4e2PT. 
From now on czj = Cje(j-l)pT holds, i.e., the series converges. q 
Remark 6.2. This approach cannot be used for variable coefficients. By employing the recursive 
procedure, some useful formulae are obtained at least for nice integrable functions: 
y’(t) = a(t)y(t)2, t EI, a E C(1). (6.12) 
The solution has the form 
Proof. The formula (6.13) is proved by recursion and reordering of the result, using the 
expressions (2.8) and (2.9): 
y, =y, +y$%,, y, = yO + yth(a, + a1) + 2yih2a,a, +yih3a,ai, 
y3=yO+y~h~ai+2y~h2~aj~ai+y~h3~aj 
i=O j=l i=O j=I 
In general, 
Y =Y,+Y; /bra ds + 2’y:i’a( 6a dr) ds 
+y~[22~(fi(~ dp) dr] ds+c{/,‘l dr}‘ds] 
+y~)3~{~(~[fi dq] dp) dr) ds+2/nia{fi(b dpr dr) ds 
+40{0 dr(a((a dp) dr) dsl+ *-. . (6.14) 
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Now the terms are reordered: 
kyoexp(2yoj;h ds) +fy,=y,+y,2/oia ds+2’y:e(ca dr) ds+ .a-. 
This follows from expression (2.8). We define g, = /$(/,“a dr)* ds: 
The next gi is defined as 
g,(t) = &z(t){ (u ds/ba( 0 dr) ds). 
The other gi(t> are formed in a similar way from y*. The formula converges if 1 gj I< C’, C < 1. 
0 
Now a special approach is used to solve a nonlinear PDE. 
Lemma 6.3. The initial-value problem of the PDE 
D,u(x, t) = [a(t) + b(t)D,]u(x, t) +A(t)u*(x, t), 
u(-& 0) = u&q, u:fl+R, A, b, aECm(l), u,EC”(X), 
has a solution of the form u = a(x, t>/P(x, t). 
(6.15) 
Proof. 
(a’/3 - p’a) = P(a + bD,)a +Acx* - baD,P, 
cy’ = (u + bD&q j3’ = --aA + bD$, 
a0 
uo= -. 
PO 
Solutions for these equations are obtained as 
a = exp 
(1 
o’[a(s) +WDJ d+00, 7 = ew( [/fJ$s) ds]Dx), 
P = +I( POW - pY++~ ++)I ds}. 
The functions (Y,(X) and PO(x) can be derived from an ODE: 
D,u(x, 0) = u; = a(O)u,(x) + b(O)D,u,(x) +A(O)u,(x)*, 
a’(~, 0) = &(Po) = {a(O) + b(O)Dx)[ Po(+o(x)] (from (6Wh 
P’(x, 0) = Pb(P0) = I -4O)uoW + b(O)D&O(4~ 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
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ffb ao&l 
4=--- 
PO P,’ ’ 4Po = b” + b”DxJ[ Pouol + uo{ -Aouo + bODxlP” 7 
pox = - 2 +p,(a,u, -L&j. 0 
0 
A further approach will be discussed for a hydrodynamic equation. 
Lemma 6.4. The PDE of the j7ow of an ideal gas [9] 
D,u(x, t) = ta(x)D,u”, (x, t) ~0 = [x0, x1] x [0, T], 
u(x, 0) = u&j, a(x), uo(x) E Cm(X), u:fi+=R, 
has the solution 
n+l 
u = u. + (taDJ 
[uol’ 
-y-- + (taDx) 
2 bo13 
-y-- + ... = 5 t”(aD,)” 
UO 
fl=O (n+l)!’ 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction. The first coefficients are obtained by recursion: 
ur = u. + $ahD,(u,)‘, 
u2 = u. + i * 2ahD,_(u,)’ + f(haDxj2(uoj3 - . . - . 
Therefore, u(x, t) can be chosen in the form of a power series 
u(x, t) = 5 t”z&(x). 
n=O 
u is now inserted in (6.19) and compared for equal powers of t: 
U n+l = a(x 2 uku,-k . /._._O 2n + 2 
Defining P = a(x) D,, a basic relation is now assumed: 
pkuk+l 
u CT pkuk+l= 
k k 0 
(k +Olj! ’ 
To= 1, PO=Z. 
The proof is performed inductively: 
ur = $Pu& 
p%l; 1 
u2 = iP2u,u, = iPuoPui and u2 = - 
3! ’ 72=3?7 
with D,u,D,u~ = ~Djb~ or u,a,D,u~ = taxDxu& 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
u3 = ~P(2u07,P2u~ + f(p,i)‘) and u3 = q, ~~ = $, 
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with Dx(2u,D~u~/3! + ~<D,u~>‘> = 6u&~, + 9uOruOnn~,, + LL$Q,~~~ = bD:u:, and 
(a;D, + 3a,aD,2 + a,,aD,)u; = 4a,a[2u;u;, + u,,D,u; + u,D;u;]. 
The generalization is performed by inserting (6.22) in (6.21) and determining Tk: 
157 
‘n+l(’ n+1Ug+2) = 
&P 5 7k(PkU~+1)7,_k(P’-kU~-k+1) 
k=O 
= ---& $ TkTn_k( Pk+q+l)( Pn-ku;-k+l). 
k-0 
(6.23) 
With a special u,(x) =x and a = 1, it is seen that rk = l/(k + l)!. Therefore (6.20) is valid. 
The uniform convergence holds if I D,kuO ( < Ck for a given C. 0 
Remark 6.5. Eq. (6.23) can be formulated in a more general form. If a(x) and f(x) have 
sufficient differentiability properties, it holds: 
(uDx)“+‘ffl+‘(x) = -& $. (; 1 ;)((aDx)k+lfk+l){(aDx)~-kfn-k+l)~ 
The formula simplifies for a = const., D = D, to 
Dn+l(fn+*) = 1 2 (2=:)[~k+'(f*+l)][~"i(f"-*+l)]. 
12 + 1 k-0 
(6.24) 
The derivative Dkfm can be calculated also recursively: 
m-1 j-1 k-i m k-i 
c D’fD”~‘f n --+- +D”fD”-“f n ~ , 
j=l i=o . i=O P 1 
for k even: m = ik, p = (2 m!); for k odd: m = i(k - 11, p = (m + l)!, 
f”D”f + (k- l)Df”Dk-‘f + 
(k - l)(k - 2)D*f mDk-2f 
2! 
+ 
(k - l)(k - 2)(k - 3)D3f”Dk-3f 
+ . . . . 
3! 1 
Corollary 6.6. The nonlinear initial-value problem 
D,u = (au, + b)u, 
u(x, 0) = u&x) E C(X), u:R-,R, a, b = const., 
has the solution 
u=u,+t[,,,.~]+(; 
u,b3+ 
cx31aDxugb2 
2! 
u,b* + 
cx22aDxugb 2!(aDx)*ui 
2! + 3! 1 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
t 
~3Z(m*+ 
+ 
3!(aD,)“ui t4 
3! 4! 1 (*I + z [***]+-. 
(6.28) 
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Proof. The solution is derived recursively and proved inductively: 
U1 = Ug + h(u,h + $zo,u;), 
u2 = u. + 2h(u,b + ;aDxu;) + h2 
u(x, t) = c U,(X)ty 
n=O 
n 
un+&z + 1) = ;uD, c u~u,_~ + bu,. 
k=O 
(6.29) 
The coefficients are derived in a similar way as above. Only the mixed coefficients aij have to 
be determined. 
(1) t: aD,uib; then, a22 = 3; 
(2) t 2/2!: aD, utb2/2!; then, CX~~ = 7; and, (aDx)2uzb/3!; then, a32 = 12. 
For the last coefficient, the following identity is used: 
3uo(u 02n~0 +24,) = +(uoD,2u; + u,,D&) + 2u;,u, + uoD,2u;. 
Therefore the general form of u, is 
n ,nkbn-kakD;(uk+l) 
un= c 
k=O 
n! Y 700=1* (6.30) 
Convergence results for I D~-‘u~ I < Cj, I 
define pkn = (k + l)! T,,~ and z := u/b: 
‘ykj I< C,!‘.i!, C,kCj/b < 1. To determine the 7kj, we 
n+l 
c ,-+n+lZk = 2 E-LknZk +’ 
k=O k=O 
$ pjk’j 2 pi,n-kzi* 
J=O i=O 
This formula is obtained by inserting (6.30) in (6.29) using u. =x. It results with p = max(0, i - 
k), q = min(i, IZ + k) in 
n-l 
Pn+l,n+lZ II+’ + PO++1 -CLOn + C (CLi+l,n+l -pi+l,n)Zi+l 
i=O 
Comparing the coefficients, one obtains 
Pi+l,n+l =Pi+l,n + C $ pi-j,kpj,n-k 7 POk = l, pkk=k!. 0 
l=P 
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Corollary 6.7. The nonlinear initial-value problem 
D,u = (au + b)D,u, 
u(x, 0) = q)(x) E C(X), u:R+R, a, b = const., 
has the solution 
oo (tDX)r’-l[auO(x) + b]” 
u(x, t> = uo(x) + c 
n=2 an! 
159 
(6.31) 
(6.32) 
Proof. Lemma 6.4 can be applied by using the transformation 
b 
u=u+- 
a’ 
v, = u,. 
The new equation is D,u = vD,u/a. Convergence is obtained for I D,kuO I< Ck (compare also 
with Lemma 6.3). 0 
Remark 6.8. For the nonlinear PDE with coefficients varying in x, D = D,, 
D,u = a(x)D2u2, u(0) = u,,, 
uo, a E Cm(X), u:n+rw, 
the solution can be reordered to the form 
u(x, t) = u. + 2 &(X, t). 
i=l 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
Proof. The form of the solution derived by recursion is as before: 
cc n 
u = c Uifi, (n + l)~,+~ = aD2 c u~u,_~. 
i=O i=O 
Now the series is reordered, the linear terms separated. We define the operator Pk( f) = 
(2aD2uojkf, aD2 = Q, 
UT 
u 1 =aD2u2= - 0 l! ’ 
f, = aD2ug, 
P’(f1) u; 
2u2=2aD2uof,, u2= 7 = 5, f2=0, 
3u, = aD2(2uou2 + ut), 
P2(fI) f3 uz 
u3 = 7 
+F=z’ f3 = 2aD2ff = 2QfF, 
4u, = aD2(2uou, + 2u,u,), P3(f,) +PYf3) +f4 ut uq = =- 
4! 4! ’ 
f4 = 3aD2{fIP’(fI)} = 3Q{flP’(fl)]. 
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f, is calculated for II even as 
n/2-1 
f, = 2Q C U*i:>j-, h 7, 
j=l k=l . 
and for n odd as 
f, = F 
-[ 
(n~2-1+;_j_l 
j=l 
kfiln -k+ 3(Uz-l,2)2 1 >
u; = i pk-jfj. 
j=l 
If these terms are reordered, we obtain 
m Pi( fk)Pfk 
gfJx, l) = i5 (i +/q! . 
The fk(x> have to be determined directly. The series is convergent if I fi I < C’, I Pkfi 1 < Ci+k, 
Ig,(x, t> I <F/k!. 0 
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Appendix. Proof of Corollary 2.3 
D,u 4(x, t)D;u(x, t) =g(x, t), (x, t) El2 = [x0, Xl] x [O, T]. Gw 
Proof of Corollary 2.3. We introduce again an operator Pk = 1 + hbk(x)Di = exp(hbk&): 
uk+i =pkuk +h& (A-2) 
Multiplying with the inverse operator and summing, one obtains 
N-l 
p,‘p,’ . . . P;+N=P;lul + c PO’ ** * P,-Ig,. 
k=l 
Substituting u1 = Pouo + hg,, the result is after inverting 
N-l N-k-l 
UN(X) = ~ (1+ hb,_jD:)U,(X) + h C n (1 + hb,_jDi)gk. (A.31 
j=l k=O j=l 
For k = N F 1, the product is 1. The products can be approximated by exponential functions: 
j=l 
1 + hb,_j(x)D:) = fi exp(hb,_jD:) = exp 
j=l 
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The sum is replaced by the integral B(x, hN) and the same procedure performed for the 
inhomogenous part. The expression (A.3) can therefore be transformed to 
[ 
N-l 
u(x, hN) =exp(B(x, hN)&) %+ c exp(-B(xy hN)D:)g(x, hk) . (A.4) 
k=O 1 
For the last sum, the limit can be easily performed. The solution converges if I(BDijku 1 < Ck 
for a given C, and this proves the corollary. 0 
To perform the calculations, the formal expression (BDl)ku has to be explained. This is 
done recursively by introducing an operator ~,JT, R), R the magnitude of B, k the degree: 
(BIq2u, =Bq(BD;)U, = B[ BxxUOxx +2BxU03x + Bu,,,] = B~,(2,l)U,, 
with uOkx = dkuo/dxk, B,, = dkB/dxk, 
Pk(2, R)u, = B,,P,(2> R - 1) + kB(k-l)xp3(2~ R - l> 
(,L-2)xP4(2, R - 1) + ’ * ’ +B!+k+2)(2, R - l> 1 uo, 
where 
Pk(2, lb, =BkxUo~x + ‘=(k-l)xUo3x + 
i 1 V-1) B 2! (k-2+04x + . . . . 
pkb-, Rho, Y)~, is determined analogously. 
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